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Case Studies In TRIZ:
Evolution Of Automotive Braking Systems
The Evolution Potential concept is intended to offer a simple yet objective means of
plotting the historical evolution and untapped potential in systems of all descriptions. When
the system being evaluated contains a large number of components, however, it is not
always so clear how to best plot and organize the radar plots that form the main visual
output from the Evolution Potential analysis method. The purpose of this article is to
attempt to demonstrate the most effective means and value of constructing a series of
radar plots.
The chosen domain is the braking system found in modern automobiles. Of course, even
something as complex as a braking system is in itself merely a sub-system of the overall
vehicle system. Nevertheless, it is hoped that by pitching the analysis at this level we can
make an analysis that delivers the required learning points. Our exemplar braking system
is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Typical Vehicular Braking System

Next up, in Figure 2 we can then observe how the overall system can be broken down into
a hierarchy of sub-systems, assemblies and components. This is important since each of
the things that are identified in this map could and should be the subject of an Evolution
Potential analysis. Actually, we could also go down a further level and construct a plot for
elements of the components (materials for example, or even a particular geometric feature
of the component). For our purpose here, we need not delve down into quite such a depth.
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Figure 2: Vehicular Braking System Sub-System/Component Hierarchy
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Once we have our hierarchy, it is possible to begin plotting the evolutionary state at each
of the various different levels. Constructing a radar plot for the overall braking system, for
example, will result in a plot as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Evolution Potential Radar Plot For Overall Braking System

Rather than head down every level of the hierarchy for every sub-system, Figure 4
illustrates a partial journey down just the front disc brake sub-system, showing, at the top,
the plot for the disc brake sub-system, then below, plots for the three main assemblies,
brake pads, caliper and rotor:
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Figure 4: Evolution Potential Radar Plot For Front Disc Brake

Perhaps the most thing to note in comparing Figures 3 and 4 is that the radar plots feature
different trends depending on what level the system is being analysed. Some users of the
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Evolution Potential method assume that the system-level plot is merely an integration of
the plots drawn at the sub-system level. While it is certainly possible to see the world in
this way, it tends to add little if any value to the process. This is so because, to take one
example, while it is highly valuable and meaningful to identify the position of each of the
physical components in the system along, say, the Surface Segmentation trend, it is not
really meaningful to include the same trend in the plot for the overall system. The main
reason for including any spoke in a plot is that it is to help provide focus to a subsequent
‘voice of the product’ ideation session. Applying the un-exploited Surface Segmentation
stages to the evolution of, say again, the surface of a brake pad is potentially useful, while
applying the same trend to the overall system will not help to generate useful evolution
directions.
While many of the trends associated with physical objects are relevant only at the
component level, the converse is true of many of the temporal and interfacial focused
trends. It makes little sense, for example, to think about the Trimming trend for a single
component. It makes considerable sense, though, to think about the same trend in the
context of the overall system. Likewise ‘Action Co-ordination’ is only really relevant in the
context of the interaction between two or more elements of a system. In this particular
case study, only about half of the trends included in the system-level plot are also present
at the component level. This turns out to be about average for this kind of complex
mechanical system.
Having plotted the current evolutionary state of the art of the braking system, it is possible
to go back in history and examine how things have evolved since the first braking systems
appeared. Figure 5 plots the very first known braking system, a ’system’ that arrived not
long after the first wheeled transport (Reference 1). Essentially this braking system existed
solely to deliver a parking brake function. (Hence it is drawn at the first stage of the MonoBi-Poly (Various) Trend; whereas the modern day system, because it performs two main
functions – parking and driving brake – is drawn at the second stage of the trend. Strictly
speaking, if we had drawn the system for the emerging ‘brake-by-wire’ technology where
the braking is re-generative, we would have indicated the addition of the third function by
another jump along this Trend.)

Figure 5: Comparison Radar Plots For First And Current Braking Systems

Also worth noting in this plot is that the Trimming and Boundary Breakdown Trends – both
present in Figure 3 – have been omitted since they are not deemed to be so relevant to
the original brake design, given that it is so simple.
Perhaps the most interesting spoke on the plot is the one representing the Dynamization
trend (9 o’clock position on the Figure 5 radar plot). As we know from many previous
discussions, the Dynamization trend – certainly when used in the context of whole
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systems – is one of the most important of the trends. The current (production) braking
system dynamization method is hydraulic (and heading towards ‘field’), while the original
parking brake shown in Figure 5, being little more than literally ‘a stick’, may be seen as
very much the first stage of the Trend.
We can observe the next jump along the Dynamization trend when we observe the
braking system used on Roman chariots – Figure 6.

Figure 6: Second Evolution Step Along Dynamization Trend – Roman Chariot

By using a chain (multiple-joints) rather than a stick and putting the chain in the hands of
the charioteer, the chariot brake is far better able to be coordinated with the desired speed
of travel – hence the jump along the Action Coordination trend – and also permits both
dynamic and static parking braking functions (hence the jump from the first to the second
stage of the aforementioned Mono-Bi-Poly (Various) Trend).
The next jump, then, is probably the invention of a wooden brake shoe acting on the rim of
the wheel. As shown in Figure 7, although the appearance of the design is quite different
from the chariot chain, in evolutionary terms, the only real step change advance is that by
moving the radius of the contact point between rotating and stationary components, the
amount of achievable braking force is increased. This shift has been included as a jump
along the Asymmetry trend. Again, strictly speaking the chariot system was asymmetrical,
but if we ask the question ‘was the designer making functional use of asymmetry?’ the
answer only becomes yes in the brake-shoe-and-lever based design.

Figure 7: Third Evolution Step Along Dynamization Trend – 1800s Wagon

Examining the sequence of system-level advances described in Figures 3, 5, 6 and 7
reveals there to have been 12 step-change advances over the last 2000 or so years.
Plotting the area of the plots on a log-scale as a function of time as described in
Reference 2 – Figure 8 – suggests (bearing in mind the inherent uncertainties in this kind
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of analysis and sensitivities of interpreting anything from a logarithmic scale) that we
should expect to see the next system-level jump in mass production in 5-10 years time.
The current system has used up around 45% of the currently know Trend jumps –
meaning that it has 55% untapped potential. It is difficult to know precisely which of the unexploited jumps is most likely to be the next jump, but, a betting person would probably
have their money on the Controllability, Decreasing Human Involvement (electronics
systems being safer than most drivers already) and/or Dynamization (drive-by-wire)
trends.
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Figure 8: (Logarithmic) System-Level Discontinuity Rate As A Function Of Time

Moving now to the sub-system level, the Figure 4 analysis of the front disc brake
components reveals that the untapped potential of each of the caliper, rotor and pads is
still in the mid to high 60% region. This phenomenon of greater untapped potential the
lower we delve down the system hierarchy is again common to most engineered systems.
What seems apparent when we interpret the overall brake evolution story is that the main
evolutionary drive has been the need for increasing levels of complexity (essentially from
passing a stick through a hole, to several hundred components) as braking force demands
have increased to match the corresponding evolution of the vehicle power train – being
able to travel faster inherently requires greater stopping forces.
The increased complexity only really shows up in the radar plots in first the appearance of
the Trimming trend in the current system, but more specifically the sheer number of radar
plots that would have to be drawn to completely model the modern system versus the
simplicity of modeling the first stick-through-hole design. Comparing the evolution potential
of the initial stick versus its equivalent in the modern system – the pad (i.e. the thing that
physically contacts and prevents relative motion between stationary and rotating parts) –
reveals that not an awful lot has actually happened (Figure 9)

Figure 9: Component-Level Braking System Evolution Potential
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In fact, looking at the ‘Decreasing Density’ Trend, the modern system may be viewed as a
backwards step. Admittedly one driven again by the need for the delivery of higher braking
forces and the increased thermal management challenge.
(Note also in this plot how, despite the apparent evolution in the geometry of the pad
relative to the stick, because the functional behavior of both is actually based on straight
lines, the brake pad has not made what we might consider to be full functional use of its
geometric potential – for this reason, we have drawn the two plots at the same
evolutionary state. Clearly, were we to construct another set of plots at a more detailed
level of focus – e.g. ‘side-walls of left segment of pad’ – then we would begin to register
some degree of functional exploitation of the geometric potential.)
Even so, and perhaps the point of the whole article (at least as far as braking system
designers might be concerned) is that there is still masses of untapped potential at all
levels. System-level evolution has happened faster because the duty of the brakes has
increased so dramatically since the first wheeled transport was invented. Also because the
industry has been dominated by the system integrators. The primary drivers on the
component manufacturers has largely been on achieving the required levels of
performance at the lowest possible cost. Because the system integrator has traditionally
been the dominant player, it is interesting to speculate what might happen if some of the
untapped potential at the component level is allowed to be exploited – would a radically
better pad (say) permit simplification (if not elimination) of other parts of the system?
Probably yes. Will an industry dominated by the integrators allow this to happen? Probably
no.

References
1) http://www.fkm.utm.my/~arahim/lecture%201%20smv5213.pdf.
2) Mann, D.L., ‘More On Innovation Timing: Discontinuity Rate’, TRIZ Journal, March
2006.
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The Heroes (Disruptive Innovation) Journey
One of the reasons that innovation is so difficult is that the journey from start to successful
finish requires such a broad portfolio of skills and character types. The fact that little useful
research has seemingly been done on the subject only exacerbates the problem.
Innovation, in the context of understanding who is required when, is still very much an art
form.
This is not to say that there hasn’t been any research on the subject. Simply that the
amount of ‘useful’ output is so limited. The big problem here seems to be a failure on the
part of most researchers in the field to recognize the presence of fundamental
discontinuities present in any innovation story. Of particular relevance in this regard is
fundamental discontinuity between the incumbent solution and the innovative solution
intended to replace it. In crude terms, what we’re talking about here is the jumps that take
place from one s-curve to another.
Perhaps the closest thing to a ‘scientific’ correlation between s-curves and the types of
people best suited for each part of the curve is some of the work attempting to correlate
Myers-Briggs type personality profiles to level of change – Figure 1.

Figure 1: Correlation Between Myers-Briggs Profile And S-Curve Position (Reference 1)

The main problem with this work is that it assumes that the ‘journey’ along the s-curve can
be represented as a linear progression. Practice tells us that this is a weak approximation
of the truth. This is so because the journey along one s-curve cannot sensibly be isolated
from the relationship with either the preceding or the emerging next s-curve. It is also so
because there are certain non-linear critical points along one s-curve before and after
which a step change in behavior is required. Think specifically here about the so called
‘tipping point’ on an s-curve beyond which innovations either break into the mass market
or they fade away to either a niche or obsolescence state. Figure 2 highlights some of the
key stages and moments during movement along the s-curve.
In order to make further progress here it seems we need to leave the world of scientific
research. The ‘someone somewhere has solved your problem’ factor this time takes us
into the largely un-scientific world of literature. And more specifically the world of storytelling.
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Figure 2: Key Stages In Evolutionary S-Curve Of An Innovation

Carol Pearson’s ‘Awakening The Hero Within’ (Reference 2) is probably the place where
the most comprehensive mapping of character archetypes has taken place. Although the
word ‘s-curve’ makes no appearance, the material makes it very clear that the ‘journey’
made by characters in literature is entirely analogous to the progression along an s-curve.
Andto the discovery of the ‘next’ s-curve. Pearson describes 12 recurring archetypes,
each of which is best suited to different parts of an, in our terms, innovation journey. The
12 archetypes are summarized in Figure 3 below:
Archetype Goal
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Figure 3: 12 Character Archetypes Along The Hero’s Journey
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And here’s what it looks like when we plot the various different archetypes onto an s-curve
map:

Figure 4: 12 Character Archetypes Relative To S-Curve Position

It is still early days, but our experiments working with innovation teams using the
archetypes have proved to be highly enlightening. Sometimes, it has been useful to tone
down the names a little (highly ‘Order’ oriented organizations can react strongly against
even the possibility that there may be a need for magicians and lovers inside their
organization!), but on the whole, recognizing the desired characteristics and attributes of
people playing different innovation roles has been shown to provide some extremely
useful insights into why the innovation job so often proves to be so difficult inside
organizations. At the very least, therefore, Carol Pearson’s work provides a vocabulary to
help people understand what the different innovation roles are. And, perhaps most
important of all, that successful innovation will require the presence of all 12 at some point
or other.

References
1) Venture Forward, ‘Innovation Bootcamp’ workshop slides, Malaysia.
3) Pearson, C.S., ‘Awakening The Heroes Within: 12 Archetypes To Help Us Find
Ourselves And Transform Our World’, HarperOne, 1991.
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Humour – Lost In Translation

Spotted recently in the fair country of Wales.
The Welsh are a proud nation, even prouder of their language, and so every road sign in
the country is expected to be bi-lingual. Like this:

One small problem. Translate the words on the bottom of the sign and you get, "I am not
in the office at the moment. Send any work to be translated".
Presumably, Welsh-speaking heavy goods vehicle drivers (both of them) will know which
way to turn.
Meanwhile, I guess not every Welsh person actually speaks Welsh. Despite the national
pride.
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Patent of the Month – Emotion Recognition Method

We make a rare trip to France for this month’s patent of the month. US7,451,079 was
granted to inventors at the Sony R&D centre there on November 11. Their ‘emotion
recognition method’ is targeted primarily at robot (toy) systems capable of detecting the
mood of a person communicating with the robot:
“Recent years have been marked by the increasing development of personal robots, either used
as new educational technologies or for pure entertainment. Typically, these robots look like familiar
pets such as dogs or cats (e.g. the Sony AIBO robot), or sometimes take the form of young
children such as the humanoids SDR3-X (Sony).
“The interactions with these machines are to be radically different with the way we interact with
traditional computers. So far, humans had the habit of learning to use very unnatural conventions
and media such as keyboards or dialog windows, and had to have some significant knowledge
about the way computers work to be able to use them.
“Among the capabilities that these personal robots need, one of the most basic is the ability to
have a grasp over human emotions, and in particular they should be able both to recognise human
emotions and express their own emotions. Indeed, not only emotions are crucial to human
reasoning, but they are central to social regulation. Apart from language, we express our emotions
to others in two main ways: modulation of facial expression and the modulation of the intonation of
the voice.
“Whereas research on automated recognition of emotions in facial expressions is now very rich,
research on speech modality, both for automated production and recognition by machines, has
been active only for very few years.
“A starting point in the research is an investigation in acoustic correlates between emotion and its
effect on the acoustic characteristics of the corresponding voice signal.”
:
“It is therefore an object of the invention to propose a voice-based emotion recognition method and
device which is affordable in terms of processing workload, so making it practical to implement in
small systems such as pet robots, humanoids or the like, while offering a good success rate at
correctly discerning an emotion.
Another object of the invention is to make it possible identify emotions conveyed in short
utterances.
A further objet of the invention is to allow operation in real life situations, where utterances are
made in noisy and/or acoustically poor environments.

From a contradiction point of view, the problem here – like the more general voice
recognition problem – is to be able to obtain precise information in situations where there
isn’t very much information to work with, and where that information may anyway be
obscured by extraneous information. Here’s what the problem looks like from a
Contradiction Matrix perspective:
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And here are the key inventive steps that lay behind the patent developed by the Sony
engineers:
(Claim 1) A method of detecting an emotion conveyed in a voice signal, comprising the sequential
steps of: low-pass filtering said voice signal, extracting a set comprising at least one prosodic
feature of sound properties derived entirely from said filtered signal, wherein said low-pass filtering
step comprises filtering the intensity of said voice signal with a cut-off frequency (Fco) in the range
of 150 to 400 Hz, and processing said set of extracted feature(s) to detect an emotion therefrom.

Quite amazingly (to this reader at least), what the Sony engineers have in fact discovered
is that nearly all (the inventors claim 97%) the emotion recognition information required to
identify whether someone is happy, sad, angry or calm is contained within a very small
range of frequencies.

Appropriate filtering of any incoming voice signal, therefore, enables the (self-learning)
emotion recognition algorithm to clearly map which types of emotion are being expressed.
From the perspective of correlating the solution strategies used by the inventors with the
recommendations made by the Matrix, we see very clear utilization of Principle 2, Taking
Out (i.e. all frequencies outside the identified range can be eliminated from the analysis),
Principle 1, Segmentation (different emotions found at different filtered values) and
Principle 25, Self-Service (learning algorithm).
Somewhat more important, however, are the possible doors this solution opens to other
applications. We know from the work we’ve been involved in relating to speech recognition
systems that one of the weak points is that people’s speech patterns are different
depending on their mood. Being able to detect the mood would allow the speech
recognition system to switch to different recognition modes, and hence not force the user
into a single mode of communicating with whatever electronic device they are looking to
communicate with. Given that this is a Sony patent and the importance of the whole
human-computer-interface problem across so many different applications, it may well be
that we will have this technology available on the market in the very near future. Given the
elegance and effectiveness of the Sony solution, I think we’ll be able to point at this patent
and say ‘this is where it all started’.
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Best of the Month – The Language Of Things

‘We live in a time when our relationship with our possessions is undergoing a radical
transformation’. So writes Deyan Sudjic, director of the Design Museum in London, and
author of this month’s ‘best of’ feature. Not that The Language of Things is totally
wonderful, but on the other hand several miles more wonderful than some of the other
rubbish we’ve had to plough through this month. Perhaps the weakest point of the book is
that it lacks a coherent overall theme. Or rather, if the theme is the one about ‘radical
transformation’ the book does little to tell the story of why and how this might be true. That
minor (!) detail aside, though, and what we’re left with is a two-hour read with more than
enough diamonds-in-the-rough to merit picking up a copy.

Designers tend to be some of the most opinionated people on the planet, and in this
regard Sudjic is no exception. More than happy to criticize some of today’s celebrity
designers (take a bow Philippe Starck – who, it turns out, has a knack of losing his clients
lots of money on commissions that fail to capture the imagination of any customers
beyond the small troop of aficionados that worship at the Starck altar), and equally happy
to make positive comments about apparent ‘failed’ designs.
The book is structured into five main areas – language, archetypes, luxury, fashion and
art. In essence, in the order they are presented, they form some kind of a progression. In
SI terms, we might draw a picture like this:
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ARCHETYPES

LUXURY/
Haute Couture
Fashion

0

Low

High

Scarcity
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This is not to say that ‘art’ represents any kind of pinnacle of achievement, but merely that
the progression is consistent with the apparent ambitions of designers. The key aspect of
the picture, and a key Sudjic thesis is that the key difference between design and art is
that art has no utility. Art, in other words, by definition delivers no useful function. At least
not in tangible terms. Art taps into intangible drivers(or, I guess, investment opportunity).
Even the most iconic piece of design – say Marc Newson’s ‘Lockheed Lounge’ (shown
bottom right in the collage below) – will not fetch even a fraction of the price of the
equivalent artists’ work at auction. This is because, Sudjic argues, the Lounge is tainted (!)
by having at least a degree of utility (you sit on it).

Zero or negative utility in an artifact puts something of a spanner in the works of the
ideality equation (ideality = (perceived) benefits/(cost + harm). On the one hand we might
say that art is not something that is relevant in terms of the equation. On the other, if
designer aspirations really are drifting towards art as Sudjic contends, then the equation
may need to be re-thought in a fairly substantial manner.
Perhaps not so profound, but definitely another factor in any re-think of ‘ideality’ is the
Nissan Figaro (top left picture). Although this car only sold in relatively small numbers, it
has, so says Sudjic, effectively re-categorised the car in the minds of many consumers –
the Figaro being deliberately designed to look like and feel like a ‘toy’. On one level this reframing is merely a further shift from selling the tangible to selling based on intangibles.
On the other, though, the toy angle is also a distinct step in the non-utilitarian direction.
Which is why the Figaro tends to be an extremely polarizing design; petrol-heads hate it;
petrol-head-haters love it.
Not that every designer has non-utility-based artistic ambitions, of course. Sudjic also
makes clear that design archetypes like the angle-poise lamp and Aeron chair are another
key driver. Every designer is looking to leave behind some kind of legacy, and lamps and
chairs seem to be the direction the profession has decided best offer the potential to do
this.
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As a part of this drive to create archetype designs, Sudjic cleverly observes the presence
of the increasing-decreasing complexity trend. Unlike TRIZ/SI though, Sudjic makes a very
nice connection between archetypes, simplicity and luxury. The most luxurious solutions
are (paradoxically?) the simplest. Or at least they are if they are ever to achieve archetype
or classic status. Perhaps the most elegant and telling example of how simplicity equates
to luxury comes from the inclusion or otherwise of skirting boards in architecture. Skirting
boards are additional complexity in the design of any room. The basic job they perform is
to smooth the transition between floor and walls. Getting this transition right from a
manufacture point of view is very difficult. Consequently, the skirting board effectively
allows a builder to obscure a low-cost and otherwise rather mediocre piece of plastering. A
luxurious solution to the problem – according to the simplicity is better philosophy – is not
to have a more elaborate skirting board, but rather to have the builders do a far better job
of finishing the plasterwork and flooring so that the skirting board becomes unnecessary.
Owners of a John Pawson designed house will no doubt revel in showing their friends the
lack of skirting boards to demonstrate the luxury they have been able to afford:

Skirting boards
obscure
low-cost
building work

Absence of
skirting boards
reveals
‘luxury’

While difficult to agree with everything Sudjic writes – he is opinionated, right? – there can
be little doubt that the two-hours you might spend reading through this book will provide
you with a cluster of useful insights and new ways of thinking about the designed
environment in which we all live.
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Conference Report – ETRIA, 2008 TRIZ Future Conference, Enschede

Close followers of TRIZ will already have read a fair amount about this year’s premier
European TRIZ event through Ellen Domb’s live blog at triz-journal.com. You can also see
lots of pictures from the event at days at:
http://picasaweb.google.com/valeri.souchkov/TFC2008InEnschede?authkey=4bCZ_oIdGdI

No point in repeating anything here, so let’s get right down to business. First off, the 80
attendees marked another point in what now seems like a fairly steady decline in numbers
over the past few years. To then note that only one paper was from industry and that the
vast majority of attendees were from academia or consultants, and we start to get a fairly
clear picture of where the leadership of ETRIA is trying to take the organization. Maybe
the difficulties of getting to Enschede were a part of the problem (don’t worry, next year
the conference will be in highly accessible (not) Romania), but more likely is a list of
papers that looks a lot like a ‘why bother?’ to many people. Not that there is anything
wrong with an academic conference per se. Provided the content is worthwhile. Which,
sad to say, the 2008 ETRIA programme was not. If conference-worth is measurable in
terms of how-many-pages-of-notes-did-I-write, the 2008 event scored a two. (Compared
with three times that amount at the one day I spent at the Australian Mining Conference
last month – and I’m not even interested in mining.)
If academic conferences have a place it has to be pushing the state of the art of a subject.
Alas, there was very little evidence of that happening in Enschede. Rather, there was a lot
of what I call ‘stirring the pot’ discussions – people re-organising what already exists rather
than actually going out and (perish the thought) acquiring some new data. Key criminals:
anyone with a Russian sounding name. Not far behind: several presenters who thought a
good topic for a paper was a half-baked hypothesis backed up without either explanation
of why it might be useful or, worse, how it might be proved.

Some of the Day 2 presenters
(Darrell trying to hide in background)

The TRIZ community continues to be a great bunch of people, and the conference
continues to inspire some great break-time conversations, but unless the organizers do
something to prevent the continued slide into mediocrity and irrelevance, no-one is going
to be able to justify travelling to the back end of nowhere on the basis of a good chat with
old friends. Someone, somewhere needs to grasp the nettle here. Maybe, heaven forbid,
actually use a little bit of TRIZ, to solve one of two of the abundant contradictions facing
the organization. If memory serves me correctly there was even a paper on ‘contradiction
clouds’. Pity that too was half-baked and focused about 180degrees away from where it
might actually have served some useful function. Maybe, like a lot of organizations,
change only really happens when there is a crisis. By my reckoning, having no-one turn up
in ‘easily accessible’ Romania next year might just be the trigger the committee need.
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Investments – Acoustic Cloak

Researchers in Spain have proven that metamaterials, (as featured several times already
this year – materials defined by their unusual man-made cellular structure) can be
designed to produce an acoustic cloak - a cloak that can make objects impervious to
sound waves, literally diverting sound waves around an object. The research, 'Acoustic
cloaking in two dimensions: a feasible approach', published in the New Journal of Physics
(NJP, builds on recent theoretical research which has sought ways to produce materials
that can hide objects from sound, sight and x-rays.

Computer simulation by Steven Cummer and colleagues
showing how a sound wave would interact with a spherical acoustic cloak:
The sound waves are moving from left to right and appear to travel
around the sphere and emerge on the other side as if the sphere was not there.
(Courtesy: Duke University).

Daniel Torrent and José Sánchez-Dehesa from the Wave Phenomena Group, Department
of Electronics Engineering at the Polytechnic University of Valencia, cite theoretical work
published early last year in NJP by researchers from Duke University in North Carolina,
US, as the starting point for their more practical approach.
To realise the cloak physically, the Spanish research team calculated how metamaterials
constructed with sonic crystals, solid cylinders in a periodic array that can scatter sound
waves, could be used in a multilayered structure to divert sound completely around an
object.
The researchers performed multiple simulations to test their theory. They investigated the
optimum number of layers required to completely divert sound and how thin the materials
could be made to maintain their use but also ensure that they are easy to implement.
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Results were very encouraging, showing that optimum cloaking requires approximately
200 layers of the metamaterial but that there is scope for much thinner materials to be
used than technology can currently produce.
José Sánchez-Dehesa, one of the lead researchers, writes, "We hope that this proposal
will motivate future experimental work demonstrating the materials' performance."
One of the first uses of the material is likely to be warships, hoping to avoid sonar radars
which pick up on the noise that ships emit, but if developments continue apace it could be
used in concert halls to direct noise away from problem spots or even as a way to deal
with noisy neighbours. Given the eminent ‘do-ability’ of metamaterials with even just ink-jet
printer technology, I think we can expect this one to open up a whole industry worth of
noise-management opportunities
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Generational Cycles – Prophets Wear Beards

Read through the history of facial hair and some quite striking phenomena seem to
appear. Firstly, there are distinct periods in history when beards are either clearly in or
clearly out of fashion. Secondly – and less easy to see – there is a very strong correlation
between periods where beards are in fashion and periods when Prophet Generations are
in their adulthood:

Here are a few data points from Wikipedia:
“In the 15th century, most European men were clean-shaven. Clergymen in 16th century England
were usually clean shaven to indicate their celibacy. When a priest became convinced of the
doctrines of the Protestant Reformation he would often signal this by allowing his beard to grow,
showing that he rejected the tradition of the church and perhaps also its stance on clerical
celibacy. The longer the beard, the more striking the statement. Sixteenth century beards were
therefore suffered to grow to an amazing length (see the portraits of John Knox, Bishop Gardiner
and Thomas Cranmer). Some beards of this time were the Spanish spade beard, the English
square cut beard, the forked beard, and the stiletto beard.
Strangely, this trend was especially marked during Queen Mary's reign, a time of reaction against
Protestant reform (Cardinal Pole's beard is a good example). Queen Elizabeth I, succeeding Mary,
is said to have disliked beards and therefore established a tax on them.
In urban circles of Western Europe and the Americas, beards were out of fashion after the early
17th century; to such an extent that, in 1698, Peter the Great of Russia ordered men to shave off
their beards, and in 1705 levied a tax on beards in order to bring Russian society more in line with
contemporary Western Europe.
Throughout the 18th century beards were unknown among most parts of Western society,
especially the nobility and upper classes.
Beards returned strongly to fashion during the Napoleonic Era. Veterans of the French Emperor's
Army were known as "Vieux Moustaches" (Old Moustaches), while greener conscripts were
forbidden to grow them, thus making them especially coveted and prestigious. Throughout the
nineteenth century facial hair (beards, along with long sideburns and moustaches) was more
common than not. Many male European monarchs were bearded (e.g. Alexander III of Russia,
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Napoleon III of France, Frederick III of Germany), as were many of the leading statesmen and
cultural figures (e.g. Benjamin Disraeli, Charles Dickens, Giuseppe Garibaldi, Karl Marx, Friederich
Nietzsche and Giuseppe Verdi). The stereotypical Victorian male figure in the popular mind
remains a stern figure clothed in black whose gravitas is added to by a heavy beard (or long
sideburns). However, in the early twentienth century beards started a slow decline in popularity,
while some prominent figures retained them (like Sigmund Freud, albeit severely shortened from
the fashion of prior decades) most men which in the 20s and 30s still retained facial hair limited it
to the moustache or a goatee (Marcel Proust, Albert Einstein, Vladimir Lenin, Leon Trotski, Adolf
Hitler, Josef Stalin) Beards, together with long hair, were reintroduced to mainstream society in
Western Europe and the Americas by the hippie movement of the mid 1960s. By the end of the
20th century, the closely clipped Verdi beard, often with a matching integrated moustache, had
become relatively common.
Meanwhile, in the United States, beards were rare in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century.
However, they had become prevalent by the mid-nineteenth century. Up to and following the
American Civil War, many famous heroes and General officers had significant beards. A sign of
the shift was to be observed in occupants of the Presidency: before Abraham Lincoln, no
President had a beard; after Lincoln until William Howard Taft, every President except Andrew
Johnson and William McKinley had either a beard or a moustache. The beard's loss of popularity
since its nineteenth century heyday is shown by the fact that after this brief "golden age", no
President has worn a full beard since Benjamin Harrison, and no President has worn any facial
hair at all since William H. Taft.
Following World War I, beards fell out of vogue. There are several theories as to why the military
began shaving beards. When World War I broke out in the 1910s, the use of chemical weapons
necessitated that soldiers shave their beards so that gas masks could seal over their faces. The
enlistment of military recruits for World War I in 1914 precipitated a major migration of men from
rural to urban locales. This was the largest such migration that had ever occurred in the United
States up to that time. The rural lives of some of these bearded men included the "Saturday Night
bath" as a reality rather than a humorism. The sudden concentration of recruits in crowded army
induction centers brought with it disease, including head lice. Remedial action was taken by
immediately shaving the faces and cutting the hair of all inductees upon their arrival.
When the war concluded in 1918 the "Doughboys" returned to a hero's welcome. During this time
period the Film Industry was coming into its own and "going to the movies" became a popular
pastime. Due to the recent Armistice many of the films had themes related to World War I. These
popular films featured actors who portrayed soldiers with their clean shaven faces and "crew cuts".
Concurrently, the psychological mass marketing of Madison Avenue was becoming prevalent. The
Gillette Safety Razor Company was one of these marketers' early clients. These events conspired
to popularize short hair and clean shaven faces as the only acceptable style for decades to come.
From the 1920s to the early 1960s, beards were virtually nonexistent in mainstream America. The
few men who wore the beard or portions of the beard during this period were either old, Central
Europeans, members of a religious sect that required it, in academia, or part of the counterculture,
such as the "beatniks".
Following the Vietnam War, beards exploded in popularity. In the mid-late 1960s and throughout
the 1970s, beards were worn by hippies and businessmen alike. Popular rock, soul and folk
musicians like The Beatles, Barry White and the male members of Peter, Paul, and Mary wore full
beards. The trend of seemingly ubiquitous beards in American culture subsided in the mid 1980s.

Overall point, and a key point of the Fourth Turning research which uncovered the fourpart generational cycle and named the ‘Prophet’ generation: ‘events happen at random;
society’s response to those events is strongly governed by their generational
characteristics’. A popular figure with a beard tends to influence those around him; if
everyone else is wearing a beard; you’re more likely to wear one yourself.
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Biology – Grass Endophytes

How to protect yourself from herbivorous predation when you are grass? We travel to
Finland this month for an amazing example of a grass-based solution taking the local food
web to another level in the evolutionary arms race.
In simple terms, when in trouble, enlist the help of a friendly fungus. Fungal endophytes of
grasses are known to benefit their hosts directly by increasing resistance to herbivores
through mycotoxins. The recently published Finnish research (Oecologia 2008;156(2):33340) proposed and tested assumptions of a novel hypothesis according to which fungal
endophytes of grasses benefit their hosts by increasing the conspicuousness of a
mammalian herbivore, the field vole (Microtus agrestis), to its avian predators. The
conspicuousness increasing mechanism? Enhancing the ultraviolet visibility of the voles’
urine. The research found that field voles feeding on endophyte-infected meadow ryegrass
(Lolium pratense) lost body mass, while voles feeding on non-infected meadow ryegrass
gained mass. More interestingly, the maximum peak intensity of ultraviolet fluorescence in
the urine of voles feeding on endophyte-infected grass shifted from over 380 nm to circa
370 nm, which is the suggested maximum sensitivity of the ultraviolet pigments in the eyes
of vole-eating raptors. Therefore, grazing on endophyte-infected grass alters the ultraviolet
spectrum of vole urine, thus enhancing its visibility to avian predators.

makes more visible – increases predation
enlists

affects

eats too much

From a contradiction resolution perspective, the grass has had to increase its robustness,
but has no defence mechanism with which to do it:
Which seems to tie up nicely with the
idea of enlisting the help of, first, the
endophyte, and then second the birds of
prey.
More details at:
http://www.springerlink.com/content/08615j28142m7950/fulltext.pdf
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Short Thort
“Don’t overdo lean, mean ideals.
The lean, mean organization may sparkle in the short run,
but it may also crash and burn at the first unexpected jolt
because leanness strips the organization
of resilience and flexibility.
“Realise that when managers eliminate ‘redundant’ positions,
they sacrifice experience and expertise.
That loss can limit the repertoire of responses
available to the organization.
Improve resilience by harnessing knowledgeable people
into ad hoc networks that self-organise to provide
expert problem solving.”
Karl E Weick, ‘Managing The Unexpected’
In the current economic crunch, this may turn out to be a critical factor in determining
which organizations survive, and which don’t.

News
TRIZCON’09
Looks like we will have three papers at the US TRIZ conference in March of next year; one
designed to move the ‘subversion analysis’ story forward; one on the computer-aided
innovation PhD work at Plymouth University; and the third an experiment to work on a
problem from various different perspectives. The latter paper is a collaboration with ARIZ
aficionado and long-time Victor Fey student, John Cooke – he gets to do things in a linear
fashion, while we get to be non-linear.
Collaborative Leadership Forum
We will be presenting a 90minute interactive session at this prestigious management
event being held in Bristol on April 21. The theme will be on the use of SI to help solve the
right-versus-right conflicts that frequently occur in collaborative activities of any kind.
Brazil
SI goes to Brazil in March 2009. We will be presenting a one day ‘SI for Business’ seminar
in Sao Paulo, and also hopefully launching the Brazilian Portuguese translation of the
Hands-On Systematic Innovation technical book. It’s a dirty job, but someone’s got to…
SI Workshops
The next round of SI workshops will begin again with a ‘Basic’ level workshop on 26 and
27 January. Intermediate and advanced level workshops will take place in late March and
April respectively.
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New Projects
Several new projects started around the Network this month:
Oil/gas – patent analysis and ‘future-proofing’
FMCG – back-office trend analysis and new product ideation
Automotive – next-generation product definition
Electronics – problem-solve
Pharma – process evolution
SIN
Thanks to all that took the time to attend the inaugural Systematic Innovation Network
meeting in Amsterdam. Feedback has been very positive and hopefully in the coming
months the level of cooperation between the different nations and organizations present in
the Network will be lifted to a new level.
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